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HE KNEW HOW TO TRANSMIT ENERGY
FROM HIMSELF TO OTHERS
“Finally, on the continent after D-day, the problem became
of such importance to me that I could not think about anything else and I came very close to the edge of a complete
nervous collapse. When I was faced with hospitalization, I
somehow managed, in my highly nervous state, to convince
my commanding officer, a general, to give me a pass to go
to Paris where I would be able, I hoped, to see Mr. Gurdjieff.
I don’t know, even now, quite how I was able to convince the
general. We were stationed in Luxembourg at the time and
there was a standing order that no one from that area was to
be given any liberty in Paris, except for the most important
reasons. Also, I do not know what reasons were given in my
case, but I had apparently made an impression on the general for he did obtain special permission for me.
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“When I left for Paris, I had not slept for several days, I had
lost a great deal of weight, had no appetite and was in a
state very close to what I would have to call a form of madness. Even now, while I can remember the long train trip
vividly (all the railway lines had been bombed and we were
shunted backwards and forwards over a large part of Belgium and France in order to reach Paris) I remember, especially, my conviction that unless I managed to see Gurdjieff
I would not be able to go on living. After an interminable
ride, and thanks to a sergeant in the carriage with me who
managed to force coffee and brandy down me and keep
me wrapped in blankets during the night, we finally reached
Paris. In one way, Paris itself—which I had learned to love as
a child—was a kind of tonic and gave me a spurt of energy,
at least enough to help the sergeant find a hotel room and
to start me on my search for Mr. Gurdjieff, as I had no idea
where he lived. The telephone book and the “Bottin” were of
no help to me and, in my peculiar psychological state, I began to despair. I managed, somehow, not to lose my head,
and did eat a good dinner. After that, I set out methodically to
try and remember the names of some of his students whom I
had known in the past and who might be in Paris then.
“I had arrived in Paris at about four o’clock in the afternoon
and it was not until after nine that evening that I finally located an older woman who had been at the Prieure when I
had been there as a child. She not only assured me that Mr.
Gurdjieff was in Paris and that I would certainly be able to
see him the following day, but also offered me a room for the
night. I accepted gratefully and talked with her until very late,
which relieved my nervousness to some extent. Even so, I
was still convinced that I had to see him before I could relax
and did not sleep very well that night.
“I had to spend most of the morning—fidgety and anxious
—in the company of my benefactress, as she assured me
that I would not be able to locate him—I no longer remember
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why—until about noon. At eleven o’clock, she gave me two
addresses: one of a cafe where he habitually had coffee in
the late morning, and the other of his apartment. I went to
the apartment first, but he was not there. I then went to the
cafe and he was not there, either. I became very irrationally
upset and began to think that I had lost my way in Paris (if
not my mind), so I telephoned the lady, telling her where I
was and that I had been unable to locate Mr. Gurdjieff. She
did her best to reassure me and suggested that I go back to
his apartment—I had not, she was able to assure me, lost
my way—and wait for him there. I followed this suggestion
and went back. I could not get in to the apartment, but the
aged concierge, who seemed alarmed at my desperate appearance and manner, brought an armchair into the hall and
placed it so that it faced the entrance, and told me to try and
rest—that he was sure to arrive very shortly.

“I waited for what seemed to me an interminable length of
time, forcing myself to remain seated in the armchair, staring at the entrance. It was probably not more than about
one hour later when I heard the sound of a cane tapping on
the sidewalk. I stood up, rigid, and Gurdjieff—I had known it
must be he, although I had never known him to use a cane—
appeared in the doorway. He walked up to me without the
faintest sign of recognition, and I simply stated my name. He
stared at me again for a second, dropped his cane, and cried
out in a loud voice, “My son!”. The impact of our meeting was
such that we threw our arms around each other, his hat fell
from his head, and the concierge, who had been watching,
screamed. I helped him retrieve his hat and cane, he put
one arm around my shoulders and started to lead me up the
stairs, saying: “Don’t talk, you are sick.”
“When we reached his apartment, he led me down a long
hall to a dark bedroom, indicated the bed, told me to lie
down, and said: “This your room, for as long as you need it.”
I laid down on the bed and he left the room but did not close
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the door. I felt such enormous relief and such excitement
at seeing him that I began to cry uncontrollably and then
my head began to pound. I could not rest and got up and
walked to the kitchen where I found him sitting at the table.
He looked alarmed when he saw me, and asked me what
was wrong. I said I needed some aspirin or something for
my headache, but he shook his head, stood up and pointed to the other chair by the kitchen table. “No medicine,”
he said firmly. “I give you coffee. Drink as hot as you can.” I
sat at the table while he heated the coffee and then served
it to me. He then walked across the small room to stand in
front of the refrigerator and watch me. I could not take my
eyes off him and realized that he looked incredibly weary—I
have never seen anyone look so tired. I remember being
slumped over the table, sipping at my coffee, when I began
to feel a strange uprising of energy within myself—I stared at
him, automatically straightened up, and it was as if a violent, electric blue light emanated from him and entered into
me. As this happened, I could feel the tiredness drain out of
me, but at the same moment his body slumped and his face
turned grey as if it was being drained of life. I looked at him,
amazed, and when he saw me sitting erect, smiling and full
of energy, he said quickly: “You all right now—watch food on
stove—I must go.” There was something very urgent in his
voice and I leaped to my feet to help him but he waved me
away and limped slowly out of the room.
“He was gone for perhaps fifteen minutes while I watched
the food, feeling blank and amazed because I had never felt
any better in my life. I was convinced then—and am now—
that he knew how to transmit energy from himself to others; I
was also convinced that it could only be done at great cost to
himself.
“It also became obvious within the next few minutes that he
knew how to renew his own energy quickly, for I was equally
amazed when he returned to the kitchen to see the change
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in him; he looked like a young man again, alert, smiling, sly
and full of good spirits. He said that this was a very fortunate
meeting, and that while I had forced him to make an almost
impossible effort, it had been—as I had witnessed—a very
good thing for both of us. He then announced that we would
have lunch together—alone—and that I would have to drink
a “real man’s share” of fine old Armagnac.”
~ Fritz Peters “My Journey With a Mystic”
[Fritz first met Mr. Gurdjieff when he lived at the Prieuré as
an 11-year-old boy in 1924]
________________________________________________

A FIRST INKLING OF THE GURDJIEFF IDEAS
“I suggested taking Miss Solano for a spin down the boulevard to give her a taste of the car she would own after we
bad broken it in on our forthcoming travels. Her violet eyes
beneath black bangs followed my every move as I shifted
gears, stopped and started at signals, taking me in as a
part of the car, the talking part that explained the mysteries
of its internal combustion engine as we rolled along. At the
traffic halt before crossing the bridge into the maelstrom of
the Place de la Concorde, I feathered the engine in neutral
to show her how you kept it hot for a quick takeoff, and she
turned to me suddenly and said, “Thanks for the lesson. I
don’t often have a chance to act in the physical center. I’m
always in the other two.” “The other two what?” I asked.
“Centers of course... emotional, mental,” she said. “Man is a
three-centered being. You don’t have to live in just one, like a
beggar, as someone said.”
“Then the lights changed and I spurted forward in a splendid
show of physical-center prowess while my uninhabited mind
echoed the exciting formulation. Man is a three-centered being. ‘My Father’s house has many mansions’... was ‘that’ the

meaning behind my favorite Gospel metaphor?
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“I was unaware that I had just been given a first inkling of the
Gurdjieff ideas with which I was to wrestle for many years.
I credited Solita Solano with the striking statement. She
looked capable of any degree of original thinking, and as I
swung the car around Napoleon’s Column I thought: If I live
through the driving lessons with this nervous high-strung
creature who speaks shorthand in gasps, maybe I can coax
her to tell me more.”
~ Kathryn Hulme “Undiscovered Country”
________________________________________________

THE USE OF NARCOTICS... AFFORDS
A TREMENDOUS SCOPE FOR
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
“The use of narcotics to change the state of consciousness
and alter the conditions of psychic functions affords a tremendous scope for experimental psychology. Strictly speaking, experimental psychology begins with the moment when
the knowledge of using substances to affect human functions
in one or another direction is reached. All the rest is only
observing psychology. The use of narcotics in psychological
schools is very ancient. In all popular beliefs, legends and
tales there are stories about miraculous potions, ointments
and incense, which changed the outer aspect of a man,
made him invisible, or extremely beautiful and endowed him
with miraculous powers. There are Indian legends about
the sacred potion, soma, which gave miraculous powers. In
the Eleusinian Mysteries the Epopts, before the initiation,
were given a sacred drink. Ancient historians looked upon
this drink as a ritual, a ceremonial, but in fact it had a much
deeper meaning. The idea of the philosopher’s stone, of the
elixir of life, permeating all medieval alchemy is connected
with the same thing, that is to say, with rumors which pene-
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trated to the masses or to unprepared minds of superstitious
people about the use in schools of potions and narcotics,
producing incomprehensible psychic effects.”
~ George Gurdjieff “Gurdjieff’s Early Talks 1914-1931”
________________________________________________

AND YET ALL THIS KNOWLEDGE DID NOT
SERVE TO BRING HIM EVEN TO THE PATH
“On the face of it, the one who was most prominent among
the six [original members of George Gurdjieff’s St. Petersburg group] was Ouspensky. It was he who always kept the
conversation going; he who at our meetings talked more
than anyone else, asked Gurdjieff the most questions. And
complex questions they were, too, for an ordinary person.
Gurdjieff sometimes rebuked him for not being brief and
keeping to the point. Ouspensky was all outward manifestation. In those early days, before he developed, behind his
quasi-scientific phrases there was no real significance or
deep meaning. We could see how many facts were stored
in his head: he could compare the different esoteric schools,
make a historical survey of them, put rhetorical questions
and then answer them himself. But in reality he was only
posing the same questions in a different form. Names of
leaders, countries, philosophers, heroes, mystic books, all
poured forth in non-stop speech in a characteristic avalanche. And yet all this knowledge did not serve to bring him
even to the path leading to the regions where he so longed
to penetrate. When Ouspensky had been going on in this
fashion for some time, Gurdjieff used to look at him with a
curious enigmatic smile and sometimes would stop him in
full flood. In fact I, too, had a very good memory and could
rehearse all the names of these Indian books that Ouspensky loved to discuss— the Vedas, Venda Vesta, Atavra and
others—but though I always appreciated their value, I knew
already that they had not helped me to find what I wanted,

which was to attain a vision of another and deeper way to
live.”
~ Anna Butkowsky “With Gurdjieff in St. Petersburg and
Paris”
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George Gurdjieff (left), Louise Goepfert March (back left), Jeanne de Saizmann (back
right), Dr. Stjoernval (right), Nicolai Stjoernval (centre), Michel de Saizmann (front middle)

THE STORY BEHIND THE PHOTO
“On one trip to America, this one I believe, we took Michel
de Salzmann and Nicolai Stjoernval along with us. Gurdjieff
told the two boys to investigate America. And they did. They
roamed through the streets and stores of New York like lice.
“One day that winter in New York, Gurdjieff told me he wanted to have photographs taken the next day. He said, “Get
best photographer in town.” When I called the best photographer, he was insulted that I should think that he would be
available on one day’s notice.
“Instead I arranged with Toni von Horn, a German friend of
mine to take the pictures. [Tony von Horn, as she spelled her
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name on her photographs, was one of the first women professional photographers.]
“The next day we trooped into her studio. A variety of different photographs were to be taken. First Toni posed Gurdjieff
by himself. She suggested an apparatus to hold his head still
while she took his picture. That infuriated Gurdjieff. He said,
“If wish, could hold head still till last day.” While Toni photographed him, he looked at me. I felt an immense weight as
if the world were pressing on me. I struggled to withstand it.
There arose in me, “I can hold it.”
“Then it was time for the group photograph of all of us: Mr.
Gurdjieff, Dr. Stjoernval, Mme. de Saizmann, myself, Michel,
and Nicolai. Such a fuss! Who should stand? Where to sit?
How to be? In the end, Mme. de Salzmann and I stood while
the others sat—the two bearded men, one on each end of
the couch, the two boys in the middle. The next day Gurdjieff shaved off his beard. That had been the reason for the
pictures.”
~ Louise Goepfert March “The Gurdjieff Years”
________________________________________________
“Two things in life are infinite; the stupidity of man and the
mercy of God.” ~ George Gurdjieff
________________________________________________
“Common aim is stronger than blood.” ~ George Gurdjieff
________________________________________________

THE ONLY IMPORTANT THING IN PARIS
“There was no need to coax. Solita led us both, soon after
our return from Switzerland, Austria, Yugoslavia and Hungary, to the place where, in her charged words, “the only
important thing in Paris” was going on. This was a study
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group which Jane Heap (whom I knew only by reputation as
an avant-garde editor) was conducting in her Montparnasse
apartment, an introduction to the Gurdjieff ideas and methods of self-study.
“Jane Heap in appearance was as formidable as her literary reputation – a handsome heavy-set American with
dark cropped hair, that revealed the size and sculpture of
a remarkable cranium. Her warm brown eyes softened the
austerity of her masculine countenance, as well as the bright
lipstick she wore on her generous mouth. Her personal magnetism was almost visible.
“She had recently wound up some fifteen years of co-editing
with Margaret Anderson a most adventurous small magazine published in the States – ‘The Little Review’, which
had introduced to the American public such literary pioneers
as Gertrude Stein, Sherwood Anderson, Ben Hecht, Ezra
Pound and, in serialization, the ‘Ulysses’ of James Joyce, for
which their magazine had been put on trial by the Society for
the Suppression of Vice for publishing “obscenity.” Now she
directed her energies to spreading the teaching of Gurdjieff.
“Before that first meeting ended, I was taking notes furiously
on the astounding picture of man as a habit machine, dominated and driven by any one of the multiple I’s that composed him, a “sleepwalker” in short, who could live his entire
life without waking up or even feeling the need to. Until he
could uncover his real I, he was a helpless slave to circumstances, to whatever chameleon personality took the initiative with him for the hour, for the day.”
~ Kathryn Hulme “Undiscovered Country”

THE SECRETARY IS LAZY AND OFTEN
GIVEN TO FITS OF DAY-DREAMING
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“In the Study House one day Gurdjieff said: ‘I understand
that some of you are not clear about what you call the formatory “centre”. This is not a centre, it is an apparatus. It consists of a number of machines connected with the centres.
‘Shocks from one centre pass through the formatory apparatus, and if the associated thoughts, feelings, or sensations
are strong enough they will set up corresponding associations in another centre. The associations between centres
are conveyed through the formatory apparatus connections.
The centres are of spiritized matter, so to say; the formatory
apparatus not; it is a machine that we are born with.’
“He gave as an illustration a factory with various departments—and partners, the centres. There is a general office
in charge of a secretary. In us the general office is the formatory apparatus, and the secretary our upbringing and education—our automatically acquired points of view. All messages
from outside, between departments, and between partners,
are received in the office and transmitted by the secretary
with all references and relative correspondence. But the
secretary is lazy and often given to fits of day-dreaming; she
presses the wrong button, gets messages mixed up. And so
with the formatory apparatus in us.
“This talk, in time, cleared up many things for me. We depend on this secretary. Accidental shocks set something
going within us, and we talk and talk—or write! There are
those who talk incessantly, like a gramophone record which
repeats and repeats; not only barkers at fairs and markets,
intellectuals and politicians, but many nice well meaning people pour out an unending stream of words.”
~ CS Nott “The Teachings of Gurdjieff - A Pupil’s Journey”
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THE GALLING EMPTINESS HIDDEN BEHIND
THE HIGHLY PAINTED FACADE
“But if a man knows how to be sincere with himself—not
sincere as the word is usually understood, but mercilessly
sincere—then, to the question “What are you?” he will not
expect a comforting reply. So now, without waiting for you
to come nearer to experiencing for yourselves what I am
speaking about, I suggest that, in order to understand better
what I mean, each of you should now ask himself the question “What am I?” I am certain that 95 percent of you will be
puzzled by this question and will answer with another one:
“What do you mean?”
“And this will prove that a man has lived all his life without
asking himself this question, has taken for granted, as axiomatic, that he is “something,” even something very valuable, something he has never questioned. At the same time
he is unable to explain to another what this something is,
unable to convey even any idea of it, for he himself does not
know what it is. Is the reason he does not know because, in
fact, this “something” does not exist but is merely assumed
to exist? Is it not strange that people pay so little attention to
themselves in the sense of self-knowledge? Is it not strange
with what dull complacency they shut their eyes to what they
really are and spend their lives in the pleasant conviction
that they represent something valuable? They fail to see the
galling emptiness hidden behind the highly painted facade
created by their self-delusion and do not realize that its value
is purely conventional. True, this is not always so. Not everyone looks at himself so superficially. There do exist enquiring
minds, which long for the truth of the heart, seek it, strive to
solve the problems set by life, try to penetrate to the essence
of things and phenomena and to penetrate into themselves.
If a man reasons and thinks soundly, no matter what path he
follows in solving these problems, he must inevitably arrive
back at himself, and begin with the solution of the problem of
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what he is himself and what his place is in the world around
him. For without this knowledge, he will have no focal point
in his search. Socrates’ words “Know thyself” remain for all
those who seek true knowledge and being.”
~ George Gurdjieff “Views from the Real World”
________________________________________________

SUFFERING
“One needs fire. Without fire, there will never be anything.
This fire is suffering, voluntary suffering, without which it is
impossible to create anything. One must prepare, must know
what will make one suffer and when it is there, make use
of it. Only you can prepare, only you know what makes you
suffer, makes the fire which cooks, cements, crystallizes,
does. Suffer by your defects, in your pride, in your egoism.
Remind yourself of the aim. Without prepared suffering there
is nothing, for by as much as one is conscious, there is no
more suffering. No further process, nothing. That is why with
your conscience you must prepare what is necessary. You
owe to Nature. The food you eat which nourishes your life.
You must pay for these cosmic substances. You have a debt,
an obligation, to repay by conscious work. Do not eat like
an animal but render to Nature for what she has given you,
Nature, your mother. Work—a drop, a drop, a drop—accumulated during days, months, years, centuries, perhaps will
give results.”
~ George Gurdjieff (Paris Talks)
________________________________________________

CONSCIENCE I
“In ordinary life the concept ‘conscience’ is taken too simply.
As if we had a conscience. Actually the concept ‘conscience’
in the sphere of the emotions is equivalent to the concept
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‘consciousness’ in the sphere of the intellect. And as we
have no consciousness we have no conscience.
“Consciousness is a state in which a man knows all at once
everything that he in general knows and in which he can see
how little he does know and how many contradictions there
are in what he knows. “Conscience is a state in which a man
feels all at once everything that he in general feels, or can
feel. And as everyone has within him thousands of contradictory feelings which vary from a deeply hidden realization of
his own nothingness and fears of all kinds to the most stupid
kind of self-conceit, self-confidence, self-satisfaction, and
self-praise.”
~George Gurdjieff as quoted by PD Ouspensky in “In Search
of the Miraculous”
________________________________________________

CONSCIENCE II
“From the time when man began to live on the Earth, from
the time of Adam onwards, there started to be formed within
him, with the help of God, of Nature, and of all his surroundings, an organ whose function is conscience. Every man has
this organ, and whoever is guided by it automatically lives
according to God’s commandments. If our consciences were
clear, and not buried, there would be no need to speak about
morality, for consciously or unconsciously everyone would
behave according to God’s commandments. Unfortunately
conscience is covered up with a kind of crust which can be
pierced only by intense suffering; then conscience speaks.
But after a while a man calms down and once more the organ becomes covered over and buried.”
~ George Gurdjieff

DAY 3
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TIBET DIRECT COMMUNICATION
WITH KARATAS HAS
We have small tinned lamb tongues from Tibet, from Lhasa, and he tells us how he used to have to butter his whole
body, then cover with rubber underdrawers (made in Germany) then over all that about six inches thickness of fur garments—and even then he was cold in Tibet.
GURDJIEFF: Only part of body have satisfaction was face
under hood, warmed by breath. Such cold you never can
imagine. Also, such smell from “booter” after many week!
[One other very cold place he stayed for a whole winter was

in the Pamirs.]
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There live under snow — have houses under snow and even
tunnel connecting each house like streets and so cold was,
that when you lit fire, the solid snow ceiling melted just an
instant, then froze over immediately.
[This night we also drink Dalai Lama’s tea — he hovers over
the pot and pours out the small cups himself, measuring sugar first, telling us how to drink.]
Too bad I not have time make Tibetan tea with butter-boiled,
and small amount of flour of roasted wheat—such a drink
have all.
[However, this tea we drink is sublime, and we say so.]
You see, not such idiot there in Tibet. There you can find
everything, if you know how; Tibet direct communication with
Karatas has.
~ “Gurdjieff and the Women of the Rope”
________________________________________________

A GLOWING PICTURE OF HOW MAN
ONCE WAS — SIMPLE, UNSPOILED,
AWARE OF HIS SOUL AND ITS NEEDS
“It would be better if it was candlelight,” he [Gurdjieff] said.
‘’Candlelight blends better; electricity does not blend. But the
most beautiful light I know, is the light I saw many times in
Persia. They make a clay cup, fill it with mutton fat, put twist
of cotton in, and this they bum for holiday, fete, wedding.
This light burns longer than any other kind of light — even
for two days one such small cup will burn. And such light —
the most beautiful for blending. For Mohammedan fete, once
I saw a whole house lit by such lights . . . such brightness
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you cannot imagine, it was like day. You have seen Bengal
lights? This I speak about was even more bright. For man, it
is the best light for reading . . . ”
A note of nostalgia for the Near East came into his voice. “In
Persia, they even arrange rooms for such light. Once I saw
one I can never forget. They hang mirrors everywhere, even
floors and ceilings have mirrors — then around, in special
places to make decoration, they put such clay cups with
mutton fat, and when you see — it makes the head spin.
Wherever you look, you see lights, endless, thousands. You
cannot imagine how it was. Only, one must see — and when
you see you would never imagine that such a beautiful sight
comes from such small idiot thing as this clay cup of mutton
fat. Each house has its own clay cups, sometimes painted,
sometimes with names on them, especially if for a wedding
— the names of ones who marry. Or, the name of some
special event. . .
“One other thing about such lights,” he went on, “is most
original. When they make them with frozen fat, this they put
together in layers, each layer with special perfume, with separations between layers so that when they burn — first you
smell, then the room fills with one perfume; after half an hour
with another, and then another — all planned exact! Such
knowledge they had before . . . such candles they made consciously and everybody had them. Such was life then! Now .
. . they make them automatically . . . ”
A sadness settled over our spirit after he had spoken, as
so often happened when he made a glowing picture of how
man once was — simple, unspoiled, aware of his soul and
its needs. The strident mechanical life of our time always
seemed doubly monstrous in contrast; and now, in the beginning of 1937 with Europe moving automatically toward
another war, doubly dangerous. Such was life then . . such
was what it still could be, if only Man would learn, as Gurd-

jieff taught, to conquer himself instead of his neighbor.
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In the colored glow from Christmas-tree lights, Gurdjieff’s
powerful torso was humped forward like Rodin’s Thinker, his
ponderous pondering form was contracted and contained,
its mysterious force unknown, invisible. He meditated often
like that in our presence, especially after playing his sacred
music.
~ Kathryn Hulme “Undiscovered Country”
________________________________________________

I COULD SCARCELY BELIEVE THAT THE
SELFISHNESS, INDIFFERENCE AND
MALEVOLENCE, USUALLY SO DEEPLY HIDDEN
IN PEOPLE, COULD BE SO NAKEDLY SHOWN
“I knew nothing about kitchens, or indeed any kind of household Work. My first task was to wash the stone floors of the
kitchen and scullery. They were very dirty, and I lavished hot
water on them, feeling very proud that the dirt was coming
away so easily. I suddenly became aware that I had no idea
how to remove the water that was flooding the floor. At that
moment, Madame Ouspensky [Gurdjieff’s wife], a majestic
figure dressed entirely in black, and with dark chestnut hair
and flashing eyes, appeared standing in the doorway, a high
step above the floor. I had not seen her since we had met
on the Island of Prinkipo more than two years before. She
laughed like a young girl, snatched up a couple if kitchen
cloths, and went down on her knees to mop up the water and
squeeze it into a pail.
“I felt very small and incompetent to have been ignorant
of so simple a procedure, and at once imitated her action.
Every day there were a dozen lessons of this simple kind, in
which my practical ignorance and my mental arrogance were
painfully knocked together. My kitchen boy duties included
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that of putting out the breakfast food before eight a.m., when
the people came in from the early morning work. In the first
three days I learned something about human nature that I
had scarcely suspected. The food was scanty and everyone
was hungry. The amount of bread, butter, jam and porridge
that I was allowed to put out was enough to satisfy about two
thirds of the people. There was also a particularly unpleasant drink called ‘coffee’, made, I believe, with roasted acorns
prepared according to some recipe laid down by Gurdjieff
himself.
“People would come in from work early, and take more than
their share. Standing beside the tables to collect and wash
plates and cutlery, I could watch and listen. I could scarcely
believe that the selfishness, indifference and malevolence,
usually so deeply hidden in people, could be so nakedly
shown, over the simple process of eating breakfast. I began
to see what Gurdjieff meant when he said that everything at
the Institute provided conditions for work on oneself.”
~ JG Bennett “Witness”
________________________________________________

I LEARNED FROM GURDJIEFF WAS THAT
THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH
“HAVING A GOOD TIME”
“I think there is an emotional attitude that seems to me
healthier as well as proper to mankind — certainly preferable
to continually bemoaning one’s fate in this “vale of tears”. It
is a vale of tears only if we decide — emotionally — to think
of it as such. I learned to like life when I was a child, often
simply because Gurdjieff managed to make it seem ridiculous and therefore amusing. The conscious use of humor
— at which he was an expert — reduces the greatest human
drama to something absurd. Great human drama does not
lose its dignity in the process, but it is put into perspective:
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it is still tragic, perhaps, but tragedy is only the other side of
the coin, comedy.
“Life, to me, is a gift and a privilege, and perhaps the most
important thing I learned from Gurdjieff was that there is
nothing wrong with “having a good time” by, first of all, just
living to the hilt. Since life itself is a potential daily miracle,
what reason is there to be solemn about what may happen
when it comes to an end?”
~ Fritz Peters “Balanced Man”
________________________________________________

AND THIS WHISPERING OF THEIRS & THEIR
COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF EACH OTHER
ALWAYS CAUSED IN ME THIS FEELING
OF BEING DEEPLY TOUCHED
[George Gurdjieff writing about his wife and mother]
“At that time there frequently used to come and sit down by
me on this bench, on each side of me, two near beings, the
only ones close to my inner world.
“One of them always adored by me was my old mother and
the other, my uniquely and sincerely beloved wife.
“At the present time both of these women, uniquely nearest
to my inner world, peacefully lie forever side by side in a
cemetery which is for them as well as for me in an entirely
strange country. First to die, from a long-standing illness of
the liver, was my mohier; some months later, from the most
terrible contemporary scourge, the disease cancer, went my
wife.
“This country France, by the way, which is the last resting
place for those two beings uniquely nearest to me but which
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is indeed absolutely foreign to my nature, remains in my feelings, thanks only to this, as if it were my native land.
“And so, as I sat on this bench and almost mechanically
observed the familiar surroundings, in me, by the association
of ideas, there began to be recollected the different experiences I had had in this same place. Suddenly remembering,
I visualized as though in reality a picture which I had frequently seen during the short periods of rest from my active
mentation.
“Namely, a picture of how from my left, in the company of
two peacocks, a cat and a dog, there slowly strolled down
the path my unforgettable old mother.
“At this point, it is impossible not to remark on the relation
between my mother and the mentioned animals, as this was
indeed unusual in the lives of contemporary people.
“These four differently natured animals would already know
in advance just when my mother was corning out, and,
gathering near the door of her home, they would await her
appearance and afterwards, wherever she went, would very
“sedately” accompany her.
“Always the cat would walk in front, the two peacocks at the
sides and the dog behind.
“Usually when my mother left her home, which was called
“Le Paradou,” and proceeded in my direction there would
approach from the house called “Le Prieuré,” my wife.
“Both walked with the help of a stick and both were stooped.
It must be confessed that the bent figure of the first did not
touch me so much, because I accounted and accepted this
as the normal destiny of every person of esteemed age.
“But to the bowed posture of the second I was quite unable
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to reconcile myself; each time when I noticed it there arose
in me a feeling of revolt and my heart pounded like that of a
balking horse. For it was only a trifling eighteen years earlier
that, thanks to this now stooped and sallow-faced woman
and her accidental presence in the place where the awarding of prizes for beauty was going on in St. Petersburg, the
famous Lena Cavalieri, then in the bloom of her youth, was
deprived of the first prize.
“Continuing to sit on the bench, and also continuing not to
hinder the automatic flow of thoughts regarding those two
dear-to-me women in connection with this place, I remembered and very strongly experienced in myself again that
exact feeling of being deeply touched which I had more than
once experienced when they spoke to each other.
“I remembered how it often happened that they would sit by
my side, one on my right and the other on my left, almost
touching me, and so seated that, although very quiet in order
not to hinder me, they would sometimes when I bent forward
concentrating on my work whisper to each other behind my
back
“And this whispering of theirs and their complete understanding of each other always caused in me this feeling of being
deeply touched. The fact is that my mother knew not one
word of the language which my wife spoke and my wife in
turn understood no word of the language which my mother
spoke.
“In spite of this, not only did they very freely interchange
their ordinary opinions, but they had imparted to each other
in a very short time all the peculiar experiences and the full
biographies of their lives. Because of the common object of
this centrigravital love, there was soon fabricated by them a
very peculiar independent dialect, consisting of many different languages.”

DAY 4
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TO BE ABLE TO SAVOUR THE FOOD AND
ENJOY IT, WITHOUT BEING IDENTIFIED WITH IT
“All the food supplies and the cooking were supervised by
Gurdjieff, and there seemed no end to his recipes. He himself was a wonderful cook, and knew how to prepare hundreds of oriental dishes, though he himself never ate a great
deal. This, I used to think, is just how dinners should be; to
be able to savour the food and enjoy it, without being identified with it on the one hand, or being unconscious of it on the
other.
“Sometimes he would say to someone, ‘Eat, eat! English
people pick at their food. They never know what they are
eating. Do you know why? They export all their good food
and live only on margarine and Australian frozen mutton.

Never have fresh food!’”
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~ CS Nott “The Teachings of Gurdjieff - A Pupil’s Journey”
________________________________________________

A “REEL” MAN
‘Anna! You try.’ [said Gurdjieff]
I was taken by surprise because I was not at all accustomed
to talking in public, but I answered in a low, although to my
astonishment firm, voice. ‘I will do my best to repeat what
Georgi Ivanovitch was saying to us yesterday. Man absorbs
impressions from the outside world on what Gurdjieff calls
“reels”, receiving and “winding on” impressions from without
as if on cotton-reels or spools. Then from these impressions, man gradually develops his habits and inclinations,
his tastes, his longings. From earliest childhood their influence affects him. By the same rule the negative qualities
are formed—dislikes, idiosyncrasies And so on. A child who
has a musical father, for instance, and who constantly hears
music played and talked about at home, although by nature
he may not be musical, may develop a musical skill because
these impressions are “wound” on his “reels”. Of course, other impressions will be there too, but not so strongly. At some
period in his life his surroundings or circumstances may
change; then, perhaps, there will be wound on his “reels”,
instead of his father’s musical impressions, his mother’s
complaints about lack of money.
‘New conditions will create new impressions, but it may happen that, later in life, some deep, forgotten impression may
come through to the surface, and will be a deciding factor in
forming the life of the individual. And so it follows that when
we speak of “I” doing or thinking something, often it is not the
true “I”, because all the work is being done by the “reels”—
rather like recording for a gramophone. Only through suf-
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fering, or rubbing as Georgi Ivanovitch calls it, is the true “I”
born. Till that happens we react like parrots, and throw out
the impressions we have gathered and stored up, in a distorted form, believing it is a creative process.
‘So Gurdjieff calls such a person a “reel” man: he says, “That
was spoken by your reels, not by your ‘I’. And so we must
develop the real ‘I’.”
~ Anna Butkowsky “With Gurdjieff in St. Petersburg and
Paris”
________________________________________________

UNTIL NOW YOU HAVE NOT
BEEN WORKING LIKE MEN
“Every animal works according to its constitution. One animal
works more, another less, but all work each as much as is
natural to it. We also work; among us, one is more capable
for work, another less. Whoever works like an ox is worthless
and whoever does not work is also worthless. The value of
work is not in quantity but in quality. Unfortunately I must say
that all our people do not work too well as regards quality.
However, let the work which they have done so far serve as
a source of remorse. If it will serve as a cause for remorse, it
will be of use; if not, it is good for nothing.
“Every animal, as already said, works according to what
animal it is. One animal—say, a worm—works quite mechanically; one cannot expect anything else from it. It has no
other brain but a mechanical one. Another animal works and
moves solely by feeling—such is the structure of its brain. A
third animal perceives movement, which is called work, only
through intellect, and one cannot demand from it anything
else as it has no other brain; nothing else can be expected
as nature created it with this kind of brain.
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“Thus the quality of work depends on what brain there is.
When we consider different kinds of animals, we find that
there are one-brained, two-brained and three-brained animals. But it often happens that he who has three brains must
work, say, five times more than he who has two brains. Man
is so created that more work is demanded from him than
he can produce according to his constitution. It is not man’s
fault, but the fault of nature. Work will be of value only when
man gives as much as is the limit of possibility. Normally in
man’s work the participation of feeling and thought is necessary. If one of these functions is absent, the quality of the
man’s work will be on the level of work done by one who
works with two brains. If man wants to work like a man he
must learn to work like a man. This is easy to determine—
just as easy as to distinguish between animal and man—and
we shall soon learn to see it. Until then, you have to take my
word for it. All you need is to discriminate with your mind.
“I say that until now you have not been working like men; but
there is a possibility to learn to work like men. Working like
a man means that a man feels what he is doing and thinks
why and for what he does it, how he is doing it now, how
it had to be done yesterday and how today, how he would
have to do it tomorrow, and how it is generally best to get it
done —whether there is a better way. If man works rightly,
he will succeed in doing better and better work. But when a
two brained creature works, there is no difference between
its work yesterday, today or tomorrow.”
~ George Gurdjieff “Views from the Real World”

MUST ASK YOURSELF, WHENEVER
YOU SEE YOUR OWN LAZINESS:
WHAT IS THIS LAZINESS IN ME?
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“What with adolescence, lack of supervision, lack of interest,
and just plain laziness, I managed to do as little work as possible in the Herb Garden. I avoided going there except when
it was necessary for me to bring various herbs to the kitchen.
When the quality of the herbs became noticeably poorer and
when I was at times unable even to supply a small quantity
of some particular herb, someone must have taken it upon
themselves to investigate the garden and report their findings to Gurdjieff.
“The result was that Gurdjieff made a personal inspection of
the garden with me, walking up and down between all the
small beds, examining every plant. When he had finished he
told me that as far as he could see, I had done absolutely
nothing at all there in the way of work. I had to admit that I
had done very little work, but defended myself to the extent
of pointing out that I had done some occasional weeding.
He shook his head and said that in view of the state of the
garden it would be better not to defend myself at all. He
then assigned several of the children to work with me in the
garden until it was in proper shape, and instructed me as to
what had to be done to the various plants: hoeing between
rows, trimming certain plants, dividing and replanting others.
“Although the children were very annoyed with me for having shirked my own work and thereby caused them to have
to work on “my” garden, they all pitched in and we carried
out Gurdjieff’s orders very easily and quickly. It was a very
small plot of land and it could not have taken us more than a
day or two. When we had finished the work, Gurdjieff pronounced it satisfactory, complimented all the other children
on their work, and said that he wanted to have a talk with
me, alone.
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“He first told me that I could see for myself that I had not
performed a task that had been assigned to me, and that
it had been necessary for him to intervene in my work and
take measures to repair the damage that had been caused
by my neglect. He said that this was a very good example
of the way in which one person’s failure to accomplish his
duty could affect the general welfare of everyone else and
that, while I might not think of herbs as important, they were
important to him and were needed in the kitchen; also that I
had caused him an unnecessary, if minor, expense because
various plants had had to be purchased, which would not
have been necessary if I had done my job properly. He went
on to say that it was true, in one sense, that the herb garden
was not important; what was important, however, was to
be responsible and to do one’s work, particularly when that
work could affect the welfare of others. However, there was
another, still more important reason for accomplishing any
assigned task, which was for one’s own sake.

“He spoke again about the exercise of “self-observation” and
said that since man was a three-centred or three brained
being, it was necessary to do exercises and perform tasks
that were valuable for all three centres, not just the physical
or “motor” centre; that “self-observation” as I knew it was a
purely physical exercise in that it consisted in the observation of one’s physical body and its movements, gestures and
manifestations.
“He said that there were various important exercises having
to do with “self-remembering” which was a very important
aspect of his work. One of them was to conscientiously and
with all one’s concentration, try to remember, as on a movie
film, everything that one had done during each entire day.
This was to be done every night before going to sleep. The
most important thing in the exercise was not to let the attention wander—by association. If one’s attention did wander
from the focus upon the image of oneself, then it was ab-
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solutely necessary to begin all over again at the beginning
each time this happened—and it would, he warned, happen.

“He talked to me for a very long time that morning, and
emphasized the fact that everyone had, usually, a particular,
recurring problem in life. He said that these particular problems were usually a form of laziness, and that I was to think
about my laziness, which took a fairly obvious physical form,
as in the case of the garden: I had simply put off doing anything in the garden until someone had taken notice of that
fact. He said that he wanted me to think seriously about my
laziness—not the outward form, which was not important, but
to find out what it was. “When you see that you are lazy, necessary find out what this laziness is. Because in some ways
you already lazy for many years, can take even many years
for you to find out what it is. Must ask yourself, whenever you
see your own laziness: What is this laziness in me?’ If you
ask this question seriously, and with concentration, is possible someday you will find answer. This important and very
difficult work I give you now.”
“I thanked him for what he had said and added that I was
sorry that I had not done my work in the garden and that I
would do it properly in the future.
“He brushed aside my thanks and said that it was useless to
be sorry. “Is too late for that now, and is also too late to do
good work in the garden. In life never have second chance,
only have one chance. You had one time to do good work in
garden, for self; you not do, so now even if you work all your
life, in this garden, cannot be same thing for you. But also
important not be ‘sorry’ about this; can waste all life feeling sorry. There is valuable thing sometimes, thing you call
remorse. If man have real remorse for something he do that
is not good, this can be valuable; but if only sorry and say
will do same thing better in future is waste of time. This time
is already gone forever, this part of your life is finished, you
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cannot live over again. Not important if you do good work
in garden now, because will do for wrong reasons—to try to
repair damage which cannot be repaired ever. This serious
thing. But also very serious not to waste time feeling sorry
or feeling regret, this only waste even more time. Must learn
in life, not to make such mistakes, and must understand that
once make mistake is made forever.”
~ Fritz Peters “Boyhood With Gurdjieff”

DAY 5
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I HAD NEVER BEFORE SEEN SUCH
A BEAUTIFUL DANCE, OR HEARD SUCH
STRANGELY DISTURBING MUSIC
“Chairs were arranged at one end, and two or three visitors
entered and sat down. To into the room, looking neither right
nor left and appearing not to recognize us. Soon afterwards
Thomas de Hartmann came in and sat down at the piano. I
had not suspected that either of them was connected with
Gurdjieff.
“Gurdjieff himself came in soon after. He was dressed in
black. As soon as he entered, all the performers stood up
and arranged themselves in six lines. They wore different coloured sashes, and I expected to see them arranged according to the colours of the spectrum; but for some reason the

red was in the wrong place.
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“Hartmann began playing. The first dance was accompanied
by a magnificent slow theme that was more like a Greek
anthem than an Eastern temple dance. The dance itself was
very simple—almost like Swedish gymnastics. Each dance
lasted only one or two minutes. The action grew more and
more intense. After a time, the straight lines were broken
up and the performers placed themselves in some intricate
pattern. Before the dance began, one of the men said in English: “The exercise that will follow represents the Initiation of
a Priestess. It comes from a cave temple in the Hindu Kush.”
This was the most impressive and moving event of the evening. The exercise lasted much longer than the others. The
part of the priestess, who scarcely moved at all. was taken
by a tall and very beautiful woman. The expression of her
face conveyed the feeling of complete withdrawal from the
outer world. She seemed unaware of the complicated weaving movements of the men and women surrounding her. I
had never before seen such a beautiful dance, or heard such
strangely disturbing music.”
~ JG Bennett “Witness”
________________________________________________

NOT FORCE THAT CAN GO OUT OF YOU LIKE
WATER, BUT EMANATIONS CRYSTALLIZED
“Later, he says that when you start accumulating emanations, you find that there is a place in you for them, like that
place in automobiles where power is accumulated. ‘When
you have many emanations accumulated, you find they will
crystallize, then you have force. Not force that can go out
of you like water, but emanations crystallized. Then can do
many things with. And when do this (in reply to another question of hers), it best to have all muscles relaxed. Weak. Have
all muscles weak. No tension’.”
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~ “Gurdjieff and the Women of the Rope”
________________________________________________

TO ELEVATE, IF EVEN FOR A MOMENT,
THE VIBRATIONS OF PEOPLE
“Man,” said Jane [Heap a senior student of George Gurdjieff], “is the highest possible development of the self-evolving form. Nature can do no more. All further development
requires conscious effort.” The Gurdjieff work she described
as “a method of effort – conscious effort, not mechanical
automatic effort.” The start toward such consciousness was
neutral scientific observation of one’s self to discover from
which center, physical, emotional or mental, most of one’s
reactions flowed. Reactions, not actions. We must keep in
mind that as we were, everything was done in us from outside, that we took no part in our activity because we had no
unique central I, only a crowd of “personality I’s” in continual argument between centers, fighting for their turns in the
driver’s seat. This, I realized, had been my state ever since
I could remember, but I had thought it a condition peculiar to
me – the writer who had to live multiple lives in order to understand Life. I had even thought it admirable to have such a
capacity for varieties of expression.
Jane went on to speak of proofs (if we rightly read them) of
a superior knowledge found all over the world – monuments
Wendy and I had seen and been moved by Temples, pyramids, dolmens, Mayan architecture and of course the Gothic
cathedrals which had been built, said Jane, with a conscious
purpose by conscious artisans, to elevate, if even for a moment, the vibrations of people. This ancient knowledge was
lost to the mainstream of the human race, vast bodies of it
having been wiped out by wars and calamities, as chalk off
a slate, exactly as in our own personal lives there were great
blocks of memory irretrievable to us in our present state

incapable of self-remembering.
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~ Kathryn Hulme “Undiscovered Country”
________________________________________________

OUR KIND OF MORALITY WAS
BASED ON MONEY
He [Gurdjieff] told me that many people—people with “middle-class western world morality” had questions about, and
objections to, his methods of procuring money, which he always needed for the support of the Prieuré and also of many
of the students who were not able to pay him anything. He
said, almost angrily, that our kind of morality was based on
money; that the only thing that troubled us about such occurrences was the fact that he had, apparently, extracted money
without having given anything in return.
“All my life,” he said forcefully, “I tell people this work not for
everyone. If can solve problems with religion or with your
American psychiatrist, this good. But people not listen what I
say; always find other meaning—interpret what I say in own
way, make self feel good. So must pay for this good feeling.
Many times I tell that my work cannot help with ordinary life
problems: sex, illness, unhappiness; such things. If cannot
solve such problems alone, then my work, which not have to
do with such problems, no good for them. But such people
come here no matter what I tell, to have good feeling; woman who smoke many cigarettes can now tell everyone, but
particularly her ‘self’ that she consult me about problem and
that I give answer, even though I not give answer. So just
such people can justify existence by helping me with many
money problems. Even with their stupidity they help good
thing—my work. This already enough reward for such people.”
“Is unfortunate weakness in people today; they ask advice
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but not wish help, wish only find out what already want. They
not listen words I say—I always say what I mean, my words
always clear—but they not believe this, always look for other
meaning, meaning which exist only in their imagination.
Without such woman, such people, you and many other people at Prieuré not eat. Money this woman pay is money for
food.” It was one of the few times that I had ever heard him
“explain” or “justify” such activity on his part.
~ Fritz Peters “Boyhood With Gurdjieff”
________________________________________________

HE HAS TWICE TIMES MORE FEELING
FOR HUMANITY THAN YOU AMERICANS
WHO HATE HIM
GURDJIEFF: I hope with all my heart that there will rise in
all of you feeling of humanity. American and especially English people cannot feel for even one person except self,
so spoiled he is, so degenerate. Even your Negroes not so
spoiled, he has twice times more feeling for humanity than
you Americans who hate him. Negro I like, I can be friend
with, they understand tones and gestures.
~ “Gurdjieff and the Women of the Rope”

DAY 6
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THE MAN NOBODY SEEMED TO KNOW
“In the question period I gathered that several in the group
were familiar with these Gurdjieff ideas. A few, like Jane,
had studied with the mysterious teacher whose views on
“sleepwalking” man tore the props out from under you as, I
supposed, was intended. The people he drew into his orbit
– appeared to be mainly musicians, artists, writers, with an
occasional doctor, lawyer or business tycoon — a serious
eccentric elect in search of truth, in search of themselves.
“I had hoped that some of the practiced disciples would
speak of Gurdjieff the man, in brief reference of some sort,
to help Wendy and me visualize the genie that had loosed
all the anxious self-questioning. But no one did. It was apparently taken for granted that everyone there knew who he
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was and what he represented in terms of a teaching unique
and revolutionary.
“Solita of course had told us something about Gurdjieff. In
the late Twenties she had visited his Fontainebleau Institute.
At that time he was teaching his method through sacred
dances and had a considerable following, mainly French,
British and Americans, with some Russians who had been
with him since the days of his first organized teaching in
Russia, before the Revolution. Though Gurdjieff had closed
his Institute some years back, after a disastrous auto accident had all but demolished him, “his Work” ( always pronounced as if capitalized) continued through such groups
as Jane Heap’s, “authorized” no doubt by him. There were
blank spots in her briefing. Who exactly was Gurdjieff? How
old was he? Where born? Where now?
“I should point out that there was almost nothing in print
about Gurdjieff at that time. Not a word of bis own voluminous writings had been published and very little had been
written about him, apart from newspaper accounts of his
New York appearance with his dancing groups, back in 1924.
My mother, curiously enough, had given me as bon-voyage
present the ‘Letters of Katherine Mansfield’ which contained
the only personal report of him extant, as far as I knew.
Some of her last poignant letters to husband and friends
had been written from the Institute in Fountainebleau where
she died in 1923. The famous short-story writer stated that
Gurdjieff was “not in the least like what I expected. He’s what
one wants to find him, really.” She believed implicitly that he
could cure her tubercular body, and her ailing spirit “dying
of poverty of life” and wrote warmly of the gentleness and
awareness of his hard-working disciples whom she found to
be “absolutely unlike people as I have known people.”
“Hers were intriguing glimpses of the man behind the ideas
that had captured my interest – the man nobody seemed to
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know (or if they did were unwilling to talk about), whom some
even called “unknowable” although his reputation loomed in
Left Bank conversations in a persistent hush-hush way, like a
cloud enveloping a Jehovah.”
~ Kathryn Hulme “Undiscovered Country”
________________________________________________

YOU MUST REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE
ONE OF MR. GURDJIEFF’S PEOPLE
Toward the end of the dinner, I casually brought out my puff
and powdered my nose. Mr. Gurdjieff nearly leaped from his
chair.
The gist of what he said to me:
“I am Oriental and man. Never can I see woman making
prostitute thing without my insides turning over. Never has
woman sat my presence and painted face. I see you make
now six times and each time if I bad bad knife in my hand, I
wish send it through your heart. This is seven times and finish. At Prieuré no woman even dare smoke before me. This
idiot fashion put paint on face exist only New York and in territory around Place de l’Opera. Only prostitute make in other
places. If you wish make this thing, you must in water-closet
go as if to make merde, and not make merde in my salon.
What your father and your brother say to you ten years ago
if you paint face in their presence? Now you must remember
that you are one of Mr. Gurdjieff’s people and pupil. Me, I am
Gurdjieff, and compared me you are merde nonentity.” He
made himself look terrifying, veins stood out on his forehead
as he shouted. Then he made a ceremony of apologizing
to me, Miss Gordon, Jane Heap, and Alice in turn. He said,
‘‘Now Kanari hate me, she hate me for two days.”
~ “Gurdjieff and the Women of the Rope”

‘WHATEVER IS THIS RUBBISH
YOU’RE TALKING?’
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We did not always satisfy our exacting task-master in our
gropings after the truth—far from it. I remember one evening
when we happened to be gathered together at a friend’s
house, with Gurdjieff sitting cross-legged on a large settee, that he turned to Ouspensky and said: ‘Now, you tell
me something about what I was trying to hammer into your
heads yesterday, about impressions and “reels”. I will smoke
and listen.’
Ouspensky cleared his throat, hummed and hawed, self-consciously put on an expression like an experienced lecturer,
and began:
‘Er, er ... it is difficult . . . well-nigh impossible . . . for civilised
humanity with its deeply-rooted ideas, to assimilate new
ones . . . er. . . . Perhaps we are disciples of Auguste Comte;
or we may become attached to the ideas of Thomas a Kempis ... or possibly we are influenced by reading about the
Rosicrucians, or by the doctrines of Theosophy. . . . We are
all products of our destructive civilisation. ’
Gurdjieff stopped him with an impatient gesture. ‘Whatever
is this rubbish you’re talking?’ he shouted. Then he shrugged
his shoulders and turned to the rest of us. ‘I suppose he
wants to show off his knowledge. He’s exactly like a cow
going round and round a new gate without being able to find
the way in. God preserve us from such people!
~ Anna Butkowsky “With Gurdjieff in St. Petersburg and
Paris”

THIS IMPORTANT LESSON FOR YOU
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During the time of Mme. Ostrovsky’s [Gurdjieff’s wife] illness
and Mr. Gurdjieff’s daily sessions with her, one person, who
had been a close friend of his wife for many fears, seriously
objected to what Mr. Gurdjieff was doing; her argument was
that Mr. Gurdjieff was prolonging his wife’s sufferings interminably and that this could not possibly serve any worthy or
useful purpose—no matter what he had said about it. This
woman was Mme. Schernvall, the doctor’s wife, and her anger against Mr. Gurdjieff hid reached such a pitch that, while
she did continue to live at the Prieuré, she never appeared
in his presence and refused to speak to him for several
months. She would argue her case against him to anyone
who happened to be within earshot, and even once told me
a long story to illustrate his perfidy.
According to her, she and her husband, the doctor, were two
of the original group who had come with Gurdjieff from Russia some years before. We had heard about the incredible
difficulties they had encountered escaping the various forces
involved in the Russian revolution and how they had finally
made their way to Europe through Constantinople. One of
the things which Madame Schernvall now brought up against
Mr. Gurdjieff, as proof of his unreliability and even of his evil
nature, was that it was largely thanks to her that they had finally been able to make their escape. Apparently, by the time
they had reached Constantinople they were entirely out of
funds and Mme. Schernvall made it possible for them to continue to Europe by lending a pair of very valuable earrings to
Mr. Gurdjieff, which enabled them to hire a boat and cross
the Black Sea Even Madame Schernvall admitted, however, that she had not offered the earrings spontaneously. Mr.
Gurdjieff had known of their existence and, as a last resort,
had asked her for them, promising that he would leave them
in Constantinople in good hands and that he would, on his
honour, return them to her someday—as soon as he could
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raise the necessary money to redeem them. Several years
had pissed and, even though Mr. Gurdjieff had, in the meantime, raised large amounts of money in the Unites States,
she had never seen the earrings again. Not only was this
proof of his lack of good intentions; in addition she always
brought up the question of what he had done with the money
he had raised —had he not, for instance, purchased all those
bicycles with money that could have been used to buy back
her jewels?
This story had been told to most of us at different times,
and at the time of Mme. Ostrovsky’s death I had completely
forgotten it. A few weeks after the funeral, Gurdjieff asked me
one day if I had seen Mme. Schernvall recently and inquired
as to her health. He expressed his regret at the fact that he
never saw her any more and said that it made his relations
with the doctor very difficult, and that it was not a good situation. He gave me a long lecture about the vagaries of women
and said that he had finally decided that it was up to him to
make an effort to win back Mme. Schernvall’s affection and
her goodwill. He then handed me part of a chocolate bar, in
a torn box, as if someone had already eaten the other half,
and told me to take it to her. I was to tell her how he felt
about her, how much he did respect her and value her friendship, and to say that this chocolate was an expression of his
esteem for her.
I looked at the torn wrapping and thought, privately, that
this was hardly the way to win back her friendship, but I had
learned not to express such reactions. I took it from him and
went to see her.
Before handing her the small package, I gave her his messages, quoting him as exactly as I could, which took some
time, and then handed her the little, torn package. She had
listened to me with obviously mixed emotions and by the
time I handed her the package she was eager to receive it.
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When she saw it; however, her features assumed a look of
disdain. She said that he was never serious about anything,
and that he had forced me to give her this long, elaborate
message just as a preliminary joke to giving her a half-eaten
piece of chocolate, which she did not like in any case.
I then said that I was surprised because he had told me that
she liked this particular brand of chocolate above anything
else in the world. She gave me an odd look when I said this
and then opened the package nastily. He had chosen the
right messenger; I had so completely forgotten her tale about
the jewels that I was as astonished as she when she found,
of course, the earrings. She burst into tears, hugged me,
became almost hysterical; she made up her face, put on the
earrings, and then proceeded to tell me the entire story all
over again, but this time with the significant difference that
this was proof of what a wonderful man he was, and how she
had always known that he would keep his promise to her.
I was as surprised by her switch of feelings as I had been
when I saw the earrings.
I went back to him, as he had instructed me, and told him the
whole story in detail. He was greatly amused by it, laughed
a great deal, and then told me, at least in part, his story. He
said that her facts were correct, but that she had no conception of the difficulties he had experienced in trying to get the
earrings back. He had “pawned” them for a very large sum
of money to a trusted friend ii Constantinople and when he
had, finally, been able to return the money, together with the
proper interest, he had learned that his friend was dead. It
had taken him, from then on, several years of unflagging effort to located the jewels and to persuade the present owner,
apparently a usurer, to return them for a sum far exceeding
their value.
I could not help but blurt out my obvious reaction: Why had
he done this? Were any jewels worth such a price, and, in
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addition, did Mme. Schernvall fail to realize that whatever the
value of the jewels, the very lives of Gurdjieff’s group at that
time had probably depended on them?
He told me then that the value of the jewels was not an important element in the story. One reason he had redeemed
them was because of his wife’s friendship for Mme. Schernvall; that friendship could not be evaluated, and that it was
necessary to do this for the sake of tie memory of his wife.
Further, he said that any man had an obligation to keep any
promise that was made truthfully and solemnly, as he had
made that particular promise. “I not do this for her only,” he
said, “also do for sake of my soul.”
“You remember,” he said then, “how I tell about good and
evil in man—like right hand, left hand? In other sense, this
also true of man and woman. Man is active, positive, good
in Nature. Woman is passive, negative, evil. Not evil in your
American sense like ‘wrong’, but very necessary evil; evil
that make man good. Is like electric light—one wire passive
or negative; other wire active, positive. Without such two
elements not have light. If Mme. Schernvall not evil for me,
perhaps I forget promise, serious promise, I make to her.
So without her help, because she not let me forget what I
promise, I not keep promise, not do good for my soul. When
give back earrings I do good thing: good for me, for memory
of wife, and good for Mme. Schernvall who now have great
remorse in heart for bad things she say about me. This important lesson for you.”
~ Fritz Peters “Boyhood With Gurdjieff”

DAY 7
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IN GURDJIEFF’S TEACHING, ‘DENSITY’ IS
APPLIED NOT TO MATERIAL THINGS BUT TO
THE PHENOMENA OF THE QUALITIES
OF HUMAN CHARACTER
Everything that exists has a different density. To take some
simple material examples, the two totally different substances wood and jelly: supposing that in a square inch of wood
are, say, as many as 1,000 particles, in a square inch of
jelly there will be more, for argument’s sake 2,000. Then, as
everyone knows, a single substance like linen can itself be of
different densities—we talk of ‘fine linen’ and ‘coarse linen’.
The finer may be of greater density and so, conversely, the
coarser of a lesser density. In choosing a piece of linen we
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hold it up to the light to see how closely its threads are interwoven, and in this way judge its density.
But in Gurdjieff’s teaching, ‘density’ is applied not to material things but to the phenomena of the qualities of human
character, their intellectual and emotional elements. Different people in fact have different densities: one individual.
A, has one, a second individual, B, another. In each there
is a complex of separate densities, of different categories.
However deeply these may be hidden, whether voluntarily or
involuntarily, they can be isolated and analysed as if under a
microscope by someone who has the skill to do it, and is experienced in the method of ‘condensing’ or ‘rarefying’ them.
For a Guru, on the other hand, all appears clear: he will be
able to find the cause of this unhappiness, whether moral or
physical. He can isolate, treat and frequently, cure it—just
so long as the patient has sufficient will-power to co-operate.
To achieve this, one has to understand the hidden structure
of man. But at what university faculty is one to acquire the
skill to become such a ‘doctor’? The patient may indeed be
talented but if the density of his will-power is not intense
enough his power of concentration will not be adequate. One
needs to be almost ‘possessed’ by one’s favourite occupation, as if by an ‘idee fixe’.
~ Anna Butkowsky “With Gurdjieff in St. Petersburg and
Paris”
________________________________________________

BEING UNDERSTOOD BETTER THAN
I UNDERSTOOD MYSELF
With the evident wish to bring me into the conversation, Sabaheddin spoke about our interest in hypnotism, and asked
me to describe the experiments I had been making. Gurdjieff
listened attentively, and I felt that he was not so much fol-
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lowing my words as participating directly in the experience. I
had never before had the same feeling of being understood
better than I understood myself
When I had finished, Gurdjieff began a long explanation to
which the Prince and I listened with admiration and pleasure.
He spoke as a specialist to whom the theory and the practice
of hypnotism were equally familiar. Afterwards, when I tried
to translate his explanation to Mrs. Beaumont, I found to my
dismay that I had forgotten nearly all he had said. Later, this
experience was to repeat itself many times, and not for many
years did I understand its true significance. In one state of
consciousness we see, hear and understand with different
faculties from those which are active in another state. When
we pass from one state to another, memory does not provide
a link, for the nature of memory is to confine our attention to
one narrow stratum of our experience; that is, to one line of
time.
~ JG Bennett “Witness”
________________________________________________

HE COULD PLAY ANY ROLE WITH
CONSUMMATE ARTISTRY
“One thing I heard fascinated me but I did not relay it to her
mainly because I would have had to tell her first about “the
scale” and Gurdjieff’s “Law of Seven” which had excited so
many of us as we diagrammed it in our notebooks under
Jane’s guidance. It was like a cosmic blueprint of the way up
the scale of man’s possible development from sleeping state
to consciousness – all too difficult to paraphrase. As the
implications of this Law had dawned on us, there arose in
our emotions, as so often but never before quite so sharply,
a clamorous desire to know more about the teacher who had
formulated the wondrous scheme that hitched man’s wagon
to a star. And someone had ventured once again the plain-
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tive wish, If we could just see Mr. Gurdjieff, just once when
he passes through Paris... why, Miss Heap, do you always
discourage the idea?
“I don’t remember her exact words. I was too mesmerized to
take notes. I recall only the surprise of her opening: Because
he might disappoint you, throw you off entirely from his Work
...
“He might, for example, choose on your approach to play the
role you detested most in humans (which possibly you yourself exemplified unaware). He would know looking at you
which one that was. To a woman flaunting allure (and proud
of it) he might imply that the way to learn more from him
was via the conjugal bed. To a man displaying self-esteem
for intellectual achievements, he might choose to play the
ignorant rug merchant with leering look and spots of spilled
coffee on his vest. To one whose god was money or material
possessions, he might very well convey by words and gestures that the only way to him was through the pocket-book.
He could play any role with consummate artistry. He would
play the one that would shock you most . . . to test you, of
course. To test the depth of your desire to learn more. It was
genius screening, obviously. He had not time to waste on
dilettantes or, as in our case, on novices still green with illusions and false ideas about themselves. Apparently no one
who had ever met him emerged from the encounter unimpressed, one way or another. Nor did any two give similar reports of him beyond of course the exterior description which
any camera might record: shaved cranium high and rounded
like the dome of a mosque, magnetic dark eyes and “handlebar” moustaches thick and virile, curled up at their ends
like a ram’s horns. I put a Cossack cap of black astrakhan on
the massive head as I pictured it, after someone mentioned
casually that that was his winter headgear.”
~ Kathryn Hulme “Undiscovered Country”

FAITH IS THE KNOWLEDGE OF FEELING,
‘KNOWLEDGE OF THE HEART’
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“Our further journey was a far lighter burden. Between villages the way was already a well-trodden road. We travelled
through woods full of flowering oleanders, deeply touched
by such enchanting, gentle beauty after all the rocks. I recall
one moment, about two versts from our next halting place:
it was midday, the sun scorching hot, the heavy rucksack
cutting my shoulders. Walking continued to be very painful
because my broken toenail had started to fester. Moreover,
both my wife and I now had big blisters on our lower legs,
apparently from pushing through some poisonous grasses.
But I was in such a state of euphoria and cheerfulness that 1
could go on and on. Even my rucksack reminded me, ‘Don’t
forget yourself!’
“Mr. Gurdjieff had told us in Essentuki about real faith — not
a dogmatic faith that must be held for fear of the tortures of
hell. He said that faith is the knowledge of feeling, ‘knowledge of the heart’. This knowledge burns like a bright light
in the crises of life. During this journey we experienced the
truth of what he said.”
~ Thomas de Hartmann “Our Life With Mr. Gurdjieff”

